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I. THEORY O F  SPEECH ANALYSIS 

A. SOUND, FEATURES, AND PERCEPTION* 

G .  Fant  

The Speech Communication Chain 

Speech communication may be considered a s  the t ransmission of 

information through a succession of stages within a speaker ,  a con- 

necting medium, and a l istener.  Flow diagrams of this process  can  

be  elaborated in various forms depending on the detail  of the analysis 

attempted and the aspects  of the communication process  on which the 

investigator focuses his descriptive efforts. The following tabulation 

of stages will be  considered here. 

A. Production ------ (1) Intended meaning of message 

(2) Message sentence f o r m  

( 3 )  Neural production program 

(4) Myodynamic activity 

(5) Aerodynamic and acoustic processes  

B. Technical medium ---------- 

C. Perception --- -- 

(1) The acoustic speech wave emitted by 
the speaker  

( 2 )  Speech signal representation in  various 
par t s  of a technical communication 
sys tem 

(3)  The acoustic speech wave affecting 
the l is tener  

(1) Cochlear response 

(2)  P r i m a r y  neural analysis 

(3) Identification of phonetic elements 

(4) Identification of sentence s t ruc ture  

(5) The message received 

The te rminal  stages remain ra ther  hypothetical in  view of our  

limited insight in  the organization of bra in  functions. Therefore,  the 

formulation of the stages ~ ( 1 ) ~  ~ ( 2 )  and C(4), C(5) above reflects our  

general  concepts of successive levels of language s t ruc ture  ra ther  

than established neurological functions. 

- 

+ Condensed version of the o r a l  presentation of a paper hold a t  the 
Sixth International Congress of Phonetic Sciences, Prague Sept. 
7 - 13, 1967. The detailed mater ia l  including il lustrations is to  be 
fuund i n  the author' s contribution to  the forthcoming Manual of 
Phonetics, ed. by B. Malmberg, North-Holland ~ u b 1 . m  1967). 
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Each stage i s  to be characterized by an inventory of specific sig- 

nals specified by parameters which possess certain time and space 

characteristics that combine into patterns according to general rules 

and constraints. A major ambition i s  to derive rules for translating 

a representation on one stage to a corresponding representation on any 

other stage of the complete system. Stage ~ ( 4 )  which comprises the 

dynamics of the speech organs may accordingly be described by a set  

of time varying articulatory parameters. One of the primary aims of 

general phonetics and speech research i s  to derive the rules for t rans-  

lating from this articulatory stage to that of the speech wave ~ ( 1 ) .  

At the stage ~ ( 5 )  comprising the acoustic production processes 

the signal structure can be divided into source and filter categories 

and each of these may be considered at two substages. Thus the filter- 

function i s  initially represented by the vocal t ract  "area-function", 

i. e. i t s  resonator dimensions, from which their sound shaping proper- 

ties may be derived by acoustic theory. Similarly, the source has a 

primary aspect of mean pressures and flows characterizing the aero- 

dynamics of the exhaled a i r  whilst the superimposed periodic o r  ran- 

dom disturbances constitute the raw material of voiced and unvoiced 

sounds. 

This model of a successivity of encoding stages that the speech 

message has to pass from the transmitter to the receiver through the 

entire speech communication chain cannot be quantitatively studied 

with the same rigor as  for  instance a telegraph communication system. 

The main purpose of the model i s  to serve as a frame o r  formulating 

research objectives and discussing descriptive theory whilst the appli- 

cation of a quantitative signal and information analysis generally i s  

beyond our capacity. 

One sometimes encounters statements proposing that the informa- 

tion rate i s  very low at higher brain centers and increases towards the 

periphery with a maximum at the speech wave. This reasoning suffers 

from a confusion of the message and signal aspects of the communica- 

tion. Ideally, the message i s  the same at all stages and the rate of 

information flow thus the same everywhere. It i s  more valid to speak 

of an increasing redundancy in the sense that the signal structure gets 

more complex and utilizes a larger number of parallel pathways whilst 

the information remains the same. Even this statement i s  rather 

loose in view of our limited insight in the neurological levels. 



At present  it i s  not possible to accomplish anything like a com- 

plete description of signal s t ructure a t  any stage with the exception 

of the acoustic kpeech wave where a l l  details of the waveform may be 

sampled and studied. However, even if we cared  to  c a r r y  out a m a -  

imally detailed sampling i t  would not be  worth the labor. Also, there  

exists an infinite variety of transformations fo r  expressing one and the 

same fact by different parameters ,  i. e. by different descriptive sys-  

tems. Thus, i n  spite of apparent visual differences a narrow-band 

spec t rum contains essentially the same information a s  a broad-band 

spectrum.+* 

We have to  accept the limitation of any quantification being approx- 

mate only, but we require  that it shall  p reserve  a maximum of mes-  

sage information with a s  simple a signal description a s  possible. The 

extent to  which such "minimum redundancy" o r  "compact" descriptive 

systems can be worked out is f i r s t  of a l l  a mat te r  of how well the in- 

vestigator is acquainted with the stage and i t s  constraints and how 

complex abstractions he i s  capable of introducing. 

The Nature of Distinctive Fea tures  

Complete formant specifications of a piece of speech is of practic- 

a l  use fo r  synthetic reproduction only and is too detailed for  compara- 

tive phonetic studies. What we need is a phonetically oriented data 

4 t  The signal data  contained in  a spectrogram a r e  mathematically e -  
quivalent to that of an  oscil logram providing the phase information 
i s  retained i n  the spectral  representation. Relative phases within 
the spec t rum would mathematically account for  one half of the in- 
formation concerning the signal s t ruc ture  but they a r e  of ra ther  
minor communicative importance. Spectrographs a r e  not designed 
to preserve  phase information which in  effect reduces the "redun- 
dancy" of spectral  specifications by a factor of two compared to  
oscillog raphic specifications. 

A formant representation is more  condensed than a harmonic 
representation since a smal l  number of formants can have the same 
descriptive power a s  a la rge  number of harmonics.  This economy 
is generally gained a t  some reduction of the accuracy i n  signal 
analysis.  However, the harmonic representation is more  detailed 
only when the voice fundamental frequency is low. The informa- 
tion gained in  a low F o  harmonic spec t rum concerns i r regular i t ies  
of the voice source ra ther  than the more  important propert ies  of 
the vocal t r ac t  t ransfer  function. 
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sampling system that allows us to sample the speech wave less d m -  

sely than at intervals of the inverse of the bandwidth. The segmenta- 

tion theory outlined by Fant and Lindblom (196 l )  and Fant (1962 A, B) 

i s  a starting point for developing such a system. Segmental bounda- 

r ies a r e  mainly derived from changes in the "manner of productionu 

whilst the "place of production" determines a more continuously 

varying element of segment patterns, in the f irst  place the F-pattern 

(F1, F 2 s  Fj, F ~ )  reflecting the continuous movements of the speech 

articulators. 

This system operates with a terminology of speech production 

categories that i s  in  part identical to that of the distinctive feature 

system of Jakobson, Fant, and Halle (1952). The main difference i s  

that the distinctive feature system serves a phonemic minimal re-  

dundancy classification purpose whereas the segment classification of 

Fant and Lindblom accounts for any production category irrespective 

of i t s  communicative significance and i s  thus more phonetically de- 

tailed. 

It should be appreciated that distinctive features in  the sense uti- 

lized by Jakobson, Fant, and Halle (1952) primarily constitute a 

system for subdividing phonemes and other components of the mes- 

sage ensemble. A distinctive feature has certain correlates on each 

stage of the speech communication chain and these correlates a r e  

described in t e rms  of various parameters and cues, e. g. formant 

locations. A distinctive feature i s  thus a unit of the message en- 

semble rather than a property of the signal ensemble. The t e rm  

Itdistinction" o r  "minimal category" would have been more appropri - 
ate and might have led to less  confusion concerning their nature and 

use. 

The distinctive features a r e  not intended a s  absolute descriptors 

of spectrographic qualities. The production o r  speech wave correlate 

of any feature will differ somewhat with the particular context of si- 

multaneous and subsequent features. The invariance i s  generally 

relative rather than absolute. For  instance, an invariable cue of 

compactness i s  the higher F of the compact phoneme compared to 1 
the non-compact phoneme in the same context irrespective of which 

minimal pairs a r e  i~spec ted .  
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The relation between phonemes o r  features on the message level 

to speech segments and parameters on the signal level i s  generally 

complex. One segment may contain information about several suc - 
cessive phonemes and a single phoneme is generally related to sever- 

al  successive segments of the speech signal. As a rule the number 

of segments determined according to the principle of Fant and Lind- 

blom comes out to be larger than the number of phonemes in  the ut- 

terance. However, this i s  not always the case since in less  careful 

articulation one o r  several phonemes of the intended message turn 

out to be produced in an extremely reduced fashion of omitted alto- 

gether without affecting the intelligibility. In practice we do not 

measure the duration of phonemes in the speech spectrogram but we 

measure the duration of sound segments and other characteristics of 

the speech signal. 

A feature classification system can thus retain more o r  less  re-  

dundancy and it  can be more o r  less representative of actual encoding 

dimensions of the speech signal. The system of Jakobson, Fant, and 

Halle i s  too condensed for  practical purposes such a s  comparative 

phonetic studies and development of automatic speech recognition 

schemes. The strength and novelty of the system i s  that it  attempts 

to break the bar r ie r  between phonology and phonetics, linking the 

theory of message signs with the theory of their physical realization 

through the concept of the speech signal as  a multi-dimensional event. 

However, the specific choice of units still remains a disputable 

compromise between the two aspects. The extreme minimum redun- 

dancy objectives inherent in  phonemic analysis have been the guiding 

principle for the selection of features. Accordingly, these constitute 

a very condensed and handy set for transcription of speech messages. 

Most of the features represent conventional phonetic categories which 

undoubtedly have a physiological and psychological significance. In 

a more phonetically oriented solution, on the other hand, one should 

increase the number of features so a s  to avoid o r  at least reduce the 

number of features operating in both vowels and consonants. In search 

for independent units on the signal level a s  opposed to a linguistic mea- 

sage level one might have to include major allophones of a language. 

The underlying principle would be to search for an inventory of speech 

production categories at  our disposal for programming the phonatory 
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One weakness of the phonolctgical feature sys tem leading to  this 

paradox is that the palatal articulation goes with compactness i n  the 

consonantal sys tem and with noncompact acute sounds i n  the vowel 

system. However, f r o m  a n  abstract  acoustic feature point of view 

the /u i a/ intsrrelat ions show some s imi lar i t ies  with the /p t k/ re la-  

tions. The relation [p/t] is a good paral le l  to  [u/i] acoustically and 

the analogous role of /k/ and /a/ can  a lso  be supported i n  spite of the 

articulatory sameness of /i/ and /k/. F r o m  a perception point of 

view this  s imilar i ty  is superficial, In my view vowels and consonants 

a r e  perceived through separate  ' 'feature channels", i f  any. 

Speech Perception 

F r o m  the accumulated experience on speech perception and e s -  

pecially experiments with speech-like synthetic st imuli  i t  is apparent 

that speech is perceived categorically, Liberman et a1 (1967). W C  

respond phonemically and tend to  identify phonemes and allophones i n  

the f i r s t  place even when we a r e  asked to  discr iminate  sma l l  variations 

i n  quality, Liberman et a1 (1957). According to  Liberman et a1 (1963) 

this effect is pronounced with consonants, whereas vowels a r e  not per -  

ceived categorically. Stevens (1966) reports  on categorical effects in  

vowel perception providing the vowel is embedded i n  a syllabic frame. 

This effect i s  interpreted by Stevens a s  a n  instance of a principle that 

a l l  factors  that contribute to make the stimulus o r  the general  condi- 

tions of the experiment representative of actual speech condition the 

l is tener  to perform i n  a "speech mode" character ized by his making 

message identifications ra ther  than quality gradations,  Stevens (1 966). 

This effect i s  a resul t  of the l is tener '  s language experience ra ther  

than a unique property of the acoustic signal, Liberman et a1 (1 967), 

Stevens and House (1966). 

The significance of the concept of distinctive features  is quite ap- 

parent f r o m  perception experiments. However, some investigators 

have interpreted the t e r m  distinctive feature at  its face value only and 

accordingly identified i t  with the concept of a single important para-  

me te r  o r  a cue. This has caused some confusions and d is t rus t  i n  the 

principle of distinctive features.  As already s t r e s sed  a feature is a 

recurrent  phonemic distinction within a language and a major  purpose 

of perception r e sea rch  i s  to  evaluate the physical pa ramete r s  and 

cues wkich signal the distinctions and phonemes of a language. 
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The t e r m  cue i s  the same a s  an important physical parameter  but 

can also be more  complex in the sense that certain parameters  com- 

bine to a characteristic pattern. 

The Haskins Laboratories ' systematic studies of the perception 

of simple stylized formant patterns have contributed greatly to our 

knowledge of the perceptual significance of formant data. However, 

the potential r i sk  when working with simplified synthetic stimuli i s  

that they may become insufficient c a r r i e r s  of phonemic cues and that 

the conclusions drawn from such experiments will be valid for the 

particular synthesizer only and not for  human speech. This was the 

cause of the somewhat pessimistic~conclusions Liberman et a1 (1957) 

made concerning the ambiguity of acoustic data a s  opposed to articul- 

atory data in  a study of F2-locus a s  a cue for  identifying /d/ and /g/. 

It can be shown that the syllables I d a /  and l g a /  have approximately 

the same F2-transition but this ambiguity i s  resolved by combining 

Fj, F2 and the release burst  into a single cue, Fant, Licdblom, and 

de s e r p a - ~ e i t z o  (1 966), Fant (1 967). 

There remains much to be studied concerning the speech wave 

characteris t ics  of phonemes and distinctions. A practical strategy i s  

to s t a r t  out with a detailed l is t  of observable spectrographic pattern 

cues. In order  to make a specification of contextual variants feasible 

it is advisable to present the data on each phoneme o r  feature i n  a few 

reference contents only and add contextual rules derived f rom studies 

of coarticulation, reduction etc . Mte  r this preliminary a.nalysis 

there follows an evaluation by synthesis. One should not s t a r t  direct- 

ly with synthesis experiments and an incomplete knowledge of the 

speech wave characteristics.  It i s  helpful to construct alxernative 

hypotheses concerning effective cues already in  the analysis stage of 

the work. 

A method of parameter  evaluation which has been extr nsively used 

in  perception research i s  to  make systematic variations cf the sound 

stimulus and determine the boundary where the response qhifts f rom 

one phoneme to  another. When this technique is applied '. 3 several  

minimally contrasting pairs  of phonemes the data can be ~n te rp re ted  

on a distinctive feature basis. The absolilte values of thr boundaries 

will vary with the particular context of simultaneous, prc zeding, and 

following features of the sound matter  a s  well a s  with prcsodic elc- 

ments. This i s  the so-called "contextual biastt .  In an in--egrated view 



based on all  parameters  of importance for  a distinction the distinctive 

feature o r  rather  i t s  speech wav2 correlate  can be conceived of a s  a 

vector perpendicular to the hype rsurface constituting the multi-dimen- 

sional boundary. A s imi lar  formulation was given by Chistovich 

(1 967) i n  her  paper at  the Sixth International Congress of Phonetic 

Sciences, Prague,  Sept. 7 - 13, 1967. The main direction of this vec- 

t o r  is the sole remaining attribute of the feature i f  a common denom- 

inator of a l l  possible contexts is to  be expressed a s  was the ambition 

of Jakobson, Fant,  and Halle (1 952). 

However, a knowledge of this mean direction of the feature vector 

is not a sufficient end resul t  i n  speech research.  F o r  general  descrip-  

tive phonetics a s  well a s  f o r  automatic speech recognition we need the 

detailed information of how these boundaries shift with context i n  the 

general  distributional sense adopted here.  The sea rch  f o r  formulas 

enabling us  to  calculate the contextual bias f rom the d iscre te  inven- 

tory of conditioning factors  has already been mentioned in  the previous 

discussion on speech production. 

The g rea te r  accessibility to  the problem f rom a generative speech 

production point of view than f rom a perception point of view has had 

a cer ta in  inhibiting effect on the work at  the perception end. W e  would 

a l l  agree  that the categorization inherent at  the production end is 

quite s i m i l a r  to  that a t  the perception end of the speech communica- 

tion chain but only defenders of a motor theory of speech perception 

would argue that perception is nothing but the association of the in- 

coming acoustic stimulus with production categories at  the l is tener '  s 

disposal when acting a s  a speaker. If production and perception cate- 

gories  were identical there  no longer remains any difference between 

a sensory theory and a motor theory but merely a concept of economy 

in our storage of phonetic categories in  a place of the brain common 

fo r  production and perception. 

However, by introspection we can certainly study our  own stored 

sound images of distinctive features and phonemes some of which we 

might not be able to  produce correct ly if they belong to a language we 

a r e  not so well acquainted with. When we mimick speech rapidly the 

motor activity must be the automatic consequence of a phonetic identi- 

fication i n  a previous stage. An identification through what is going 

on in  the efferent motor pathways appears  to  be an  unnecessary com- 

plication. 
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Speech perception i s  a process of successive and simultaneous 

identifications in a chain of successively higher levels of language 

structure. We cannot expect to find a specific brain center for each 

linguistic category: feature, phoneme, syllable, morpheme, word 

sentence, but at least a lower level C(3) and a higher level C(4) as  

proposed in the introductory sectioni To the inventory belong short 

t e rm  and long t e r m  memory functions as  well a s  feedback mechanism 

which allow storage comparison and correction. Also i t  allows a 

generative prediction of what the speaker i s  going to say at least at 

the levels of syntax and semantics, ~ ( 4 )  and ~ ( 5 ) .  At a level corres-  

ponding to a complexity of the order of the syllable ~ ( 2 )  I conceive 

of an analysis through a window of the width of a few phonemes 

through whichthe speech signal passes. I do not hypothesize a str ict  

principle of al l  phonemes being f irst  identified by their features. 

Some phonemes a r e  probably identified directly and independent of 

context, e.g, the /s/. Also the identification is  probably not strictly 

sequential but of arbitrary order within the time span of the window. 

This principle overcomes the difficulty of some of the features 

being specifically sensitive to context. Each identification i s  a deci- 

sion based on the probabilities existing at the particular instance and 

each completed decision influences the distribution of probabilities 

for the previous and following elements within the window. The gen- 

e ra l  sequential constraints imposed by the language structure and of 

the speech production mechanism effectively limits the number of al- 

ternatives in any decision. This model i s  also the best principle we 

can follow in  attempts of automatic speech recognition. 

The principle indicated above i s  close to the model of perception 

outlined by Chistovich in her paper and has an interesting parallel in 

her experiments on psychological scaling of perceived distances be- 

tween each of two alternative phonemes and a synthetic sound, the 

composition of which i s  varied to produce variations around a percep- 

tual boundary. According to the experiments of Chistovich (1967)~ 

Chistovich, Fant, and de s e r p a - ~ e i t z o  (1966) there i s  some evidence 

of a gross quantization and scaling at a stage preceding the phonetic 

identification but this effect i s  not well established yet. 
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respect  t o  both the immediate and remote context. A related phenom- 

enon is that t ime variable formants affect the identification more  than 

constant frequency formants. However, it should be  appreciated that 

because of the general  relations between formant frequencies on one 

hand and formant levels and spec t ra l  shape factors  on the other  hand, 

Fant  (1960), a formant F 4  i s  not audible i n  a vowel [u] but has  a sen- 

sation level equal to  that of F 1  and F 3  in  the vowel [i]. 

The boundary shift techniques has been successfully adopted by 

Fujisaki and Ka~.shirna (1967) for  an  evaluation of the trading rela-  

tions between the various vowel parameters .  We have used this tech- 

nique for  studying the effect on the source  level i n  the region of F 2  

and F 3  a s  a factor influencing the F2-F3-boundary between [u] and [y]. 

A 20 dB reduction of F 2  and F 3  intensity level shifted the (F2 ,  1/2 

threshold by no more  than 50 Hz, i. e. ra ther  little. However, the 

probab ility of [u] identifications rose  significantly within the main 

[y] region. 

The extent to which we can  approximate a vowel specification by 

F o ,  F1, and a few measures  related to  an effective upper formant 

region is not yet determined but is one of the hypotheses that we can 

t e s t  with synthetic speech. F o r  this purpose the upper formant 

should be generated i n  paral le l  with F 1  and shaped with a f i l ter  of 

g rea te r  width and selectivity than a simple formant circuit .  

Conclusions 

The concepts of distinctive features  and cues should be kept apar t  

a s  belonging to  the message inventory and the speech signal inventory, 

respectively. In s e a r c h  of the physical and psychological reali ty be- 

hind the categorical effects i n  speech production and perception we 

might find a sys tem of features  constituting a natural ensemble of 

minimal message units. Such an ensemble can  only i n  par t  be ex- 

pected to  conform with the sys tem of Jakobson, Fant,  and Halle (1952) 

and I expect it to  be more  redundant. The re  remain many questions 

to  be studied concerning the relations between speech pa ramete r s  and 

members  of a feature o r  phoneme inventory. 
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